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Abstract
Process mining is used to promote the business and production in
organization through raw data pre-processing, relevant data usage by feature
selections, mining methods, technique, simulations, validation and testing
and sustainable manufacturing. Process analysis is vital role to convert
prototype into product. Main problem in manufacturing industries are
migrating between business and IT perspective and hard to automate with
green manufacturing. Also achieving computerized clarifications from highlevel production representation and analyzing the implementation of
processes from a technical data and a business perception is widely difficult
task. Continues evaluation of process mining and performance monitoring in
components levels are very essential benchmark in large scale industries.
Data mining is one of the recent approaches to improve the performance of
the output and business. This research promotes the business and product
output with sustainable manufacturing of the car manufacturing industries
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with the help of machine learning algorithm. It mined the information about
motor vehicles and also controls the fuel usage with green engineering by
proposed model and the manufactures may select the model of the car based
on the customer usage point through clustering concept.
Keywords: Green Manufacturing, Data Mining, Machine Learning, Process
Analysis, Classification and WEKA

1 Introduction
This research work focuses on applied data mining algorithm for large
scale industry and integrates the business intelligence to production process,
promote the product and increase the world economic market.
1.1 Process Mining and Analysis
Process mining facilitates to examine the business progression
automatically based on the episode logs from Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) organizational
data. It produces useful information from hidden patterns and visual mapping
of organization activities to promote feature orders. Process analysis is vital
role in production stage of different phase that revolves input into output to
increase production effectively in any organization. It is an assessment to
promote an organization to the top level. It reduces wastage of materials,
labour time and avoids unnecessary activities. Figure 1 shows the process
steps from raw material levels to production levels in manufacturing
industries.

Figure 1 Component Manufacturing in Manufacturing Organization
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1.2 Data Mining
Data mining discovers hidden patterns from raw data of manufacturing
industry and forecast future outcomes with sustainable development based on
earlier unidentified associations. Functionalities of data mining are
clustering, classification, feature selection and outer layer analysis.
Clustering could be done by statistical domain utilized for control and signal
processing, information theory and mining technologies. According to
perspective of Machine Learning (ML) the cluster shows the hidden pattern
through the unsupervised learning approach. For realistic point of view
clustering participates imperative in data mining applications such as
industry big data exploration, fast information retrieval by semantic,
cybernetics, ERP and CRM data in large scale industry.
1.2.1 Activities in Data Mining
 Data cleaning stage, raw data noises are removed by using soft
approaches. Irrelevant attributes are removed in the appropriate stage.
 Relevance analysis stage, correlation measures are used to identify the
relations between attributes.
 Data transformation and reduction stage, normalization and
generalization are applied to create concept hierarchies.
1.3 Objective of the Research
Objective of this research is to develop the machine learning approaches
to control the fuel usage and manufacture can select the car models based on
customer interests. Due to this, identifying bottleneck, redundancies and
removing unwanted resources with help of machine learning algorithms. It
performs as a tool to preserve and progress the industry processes and
facilitate to achieve the incremental to revolution promotions, cost less,
proper resource, valuable human resource management, sustainable
development and increase of production throughput.

2 Literature Review
The organization improving production scheduling and organize
activities, can guide to a worldwide expansion of industrialized schemes. For
handling large storage capacity data availability and requirement of
computing power, the machine learning techniques is an attractive
elucidation to undertake manufacturing challenges [1-6]. Process
manufacturing is take part in supporting the development of the international
economy and preserving social profits [7-9]. At the upper stage of
preparation and scheduling, taking decisions by ML approaches are goes to
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improve economic profits even though raising global contest. Zhiqiangge et
al developed ML model to analyses the organizational data [10]. The ML
approach of supervised learning, unsupervised learning and also semi
supervised learning applied for manufacturing environment [11-12].
Supervised learning is used for density estimation, dimensionality reduction,
data visualization and process control. Unsupervised learning is applied for
fault classification, quality estimation and key performance index prediction.
The regression data can analysis with help of semi supervised algorithm.
Naive Bayes classifier is based on Bayes‟ theorem, contain group of
classification algorithms, can implemented effectively.
Applied clustering concept is used to analysis of customer patterns and
wine dataset with help of WEKA tool [13-14]. Danyang et al [15] presented
vehicle daily mobility patterns by analysis of car data. For classifying the
vehicles characteristics and types, analysis is carried out to identify the
exceptional features of clustered group. The distributed data mining is used
to promote vehicle telematics products [16, 17]. Kingsley et al [18] identified
a new semantic approach previous activity in the form of query to improve
the process task. Kramberger [19] developed deep learning model using
Stanford car dataset to increase the performance in industry.

3 Materials and Methods
This research uses as benchmark for car dataset analysis using data
mining and machine learning algorithms.[20,21] Proposed model is used for
clustering and classification data mining approach. Relevant features are
clustered by K-means and vehicles fuel usage is identified by ZeroR and IBK
classification algorithms [22].

Figure 2 Proposed Model

Figure 2 represents the proposed model architecture. Data set was taken
from public website as https://corgis-edu.github.io/corgis/csv/cars/.y. It
contains 5076 instances and 18 features as shown Figure 3 and Figure 4
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respectively. It works for unsupervised and supervised tasks. Proposed model
is implemented using WEKA data mining tool.

Figure 3 Car.CSV

Figure 4 Features of Cars Data

WEKA is an open source tool and it contains enormous machine learning
algorithms. It accepts only Comma Separated Values (CSV) files and
Attributes File Format (ARFF) files. Table 1 shows the some of the example
attributes and data in ARFF.
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Table 1 ARFF of Cars with CSV
relation 'cars'
@attribute Dimensions.Height numeric
@attribute Dimensions.Length numeric
@attribute Dimensions.Width numeric
@attribute 'Engine Information.Driveline'
@attribute 'Engine Information. Engine Type' {BMW 2.1L
4cylinders 200hp 208ft-lbs Turbo','BMW 3.6L 6cylinders 275hp
244ft-lbs','BMW 4.4L 8cylinders 350hp 326ft-lbs','BMW 3.7L
6cylinders 282hp 276ft-lbs','BMW 2.1L 4cylinders 212hp 260ft-lbs
Turbo','HONDA 3.4L 6cylinders 282hp 255ft-lbs','HONDA 3.7L
6cylinders 307hp 275ft-lbs','Audi 4.3L 8cylinders 556hp 502ft-lbs
Turbo', 'SUZUKI 3.0L 4cylinders 184hp 192ft-lbs','SUZUKI 5.4L
8cylinders 312hp 335ft-lbs FFV','SUZUKI 4.9L 8cylinders 282hp
296ft-lbs FFV','SUZUKI 6.1L 8cylinders 325hp 375ft-lbs
FFV','SUZUKI 4.4L 6cylinders 196hp 262ft-lbs',
@data
140, 143, 202, 'all-wheel drive', 'BMW 3.3L 6cylinders 251hp
235ft-lbs', True, 6.6speed automatic select shift', 18, Gasoline, 25,
'automatic transmission', '2009 BMW A3 3.2', BMW, '2009 BMW
Q3', 2010, 252, 235, 140, 143, 202, 'front wheel drive', 'BMW 2.0L
4cylinders 201hp 208ft-lbs Turbo', True, 6.6speed automatic Select
shift', 22, Gasoline, 28, 'automatic transmission', '2009 BMW Q3
2.1T AT', BMW, '2010 BMW Q3', 2010, 201, 208

Figure 5 Pre-Processing Cars Data

Figure 5 shows the pre-processing of cars data and by using replace
missing value filter in WEKA can plugin to java platform. K-means
clustering group is the similar features and values.
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Let
Z = {z1,z2,z3,……..,zn}be the set of data
and w =
{w1,w2,…….,vc} be the set of centers and choose 'c' cluster centers
randomly. And calculate the distance between each data point and cluster
centers and the centroid is important. K-means implementation is shown in
Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the results of farthest first clustering algorithms.

Figure 6 K-Mean Clustering for Identifying Car Models

Figure 7 Farthest First Clustering algorithm for Car with ARFF
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k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) make a prediction for an assessment attributes
and in WEKA it is called Learner (IBK). It is utilized space measure to
position k „close‟ attributes in the training data for every test attributes and
apply those chosen attributes to build a calculation. The benefit is that
superior data of k offer soft to facilitate decreases the threat of over-fitting
suitable to blast in the preparation data. The default measure is Euclidean
distance and in WEKA can use Click as Add new tab in the algorithm side
and then select the Choose button. Next get on IBK under the lazy group and
click the OK button from the configuration of IBK and is represented by
Figure 8.

Figure 8 Cars Data-Mining using IBk

Figure 9 Proposed System Classifications
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Figure 10 Proposed Research Model

ZeroR is of the rule algorithm in machine learning. It is built in algorithm
at WEKA as shown in Figure 9. The proposed research model with the
classification results are shown in Figure 10.
J48-Decision tree algorithm:
Create_decision_tree
Input as length, width, driveline, engine type fuel type etc,
Data = load cars ()
Display data.target_name to predict the classes
Output: Tree structure for decision making
Model generation:
Create a node S:
If tuples in data partition are same class C, then
Return S as leaf node labeled with the class C
Apply instance selection method
Partition the tuples and grow subtrees for each partit
Extracting car data instances and target variable or class labels
Developing matrix format
Create training and testing data by the train_test_split or cros
validation
Generate tree for each S
Return S:
Find the information gain by class label called fuel type.
Predict the accuracy of the classifier.
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4 Results and Discussion
Data mining tool visualize the car behaviours with engine information,
engine statistics, torque and model make as shown in the Figure 11 and
Figure 12 respectively.

Figure 11 Visualization of Result

Figure 12 Visualization of Result by Target Variables
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Figure 13 Performance Comparisons of Proposed Classifier

Figure 13 shows various data mining performance measures for analysis
of zeroR and KNN of IBK algorithm using WEKA. IBK produce good
classification results compared to other algorithm in manufacturing car
industries. Performance results of classifier when 6-fold cross validation used
are given in Table 2. Among all the classifier J48 produces good result of
97.00 in class label as fuel information and fuel type. Similarly, performance
results of classifier when 10-fold cross validation used are given in Table 3.
Among all the classifiers J48 produces good result of 97.34 in class label as
fuel information and fuel type.
Table 2 Results of Classifier in 6-Fold Cross Validation
Classifiers
ZeroR
IBK
J48

Correctly Classified
Instance (%)
90.44
94.66
97

Incorrectly Classified
Instance (%)
9.55
5.33
2.99

Table 3 Results of Classifier in 10-Fold Cross Validation
Classifiers
ZeroR
IBK
J48

Correctly Classified
Instance (%)
90.44
95.15
97.34

Incorrectly Classified
Instance (%)
9.55
4.86
2.65
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Figure 14 Performance Comparative Results of ZeroR, IBK and J48

Figure 15 ROC curve for proposed model

The performance results were compared with different classifiers of the
precision, recall and F-measure as shown in Figure 14. The F-measure is
calculated by 2 x precision + recall by precision x recall. By using this
equation the value of precision could be calculated by number of correctly
classified record by total number of records x 100. From the results it was
observed that, J48 classifier improves the F-measure to the maximum level.
Figure 15 shows the results of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
measures which represents sensitivity and specificity of the classifiers. The
curves not near to closer shows good performance. From the ROC curve of
our proposed model it was found that, fuel type gasoline, E85 and diesel fuel
are produces good results to control fuel and the manufactures could focus on
the customer point of interest.

5 Conclusions
This research illustrates the clustering algorithm of k-means and KNN in
open source data mining tool with JAVA code. The training data cross
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validation and various percentage splits are used to compare the classifier
performance.
 The research assist the car purchasing pattern to the customer of view for
manufacturer with help of clustering and fuel usage is improved by
classification algorithm.
 Performance results of classifier while 6-fold cross validation J48
produces good result of 97.00 in class label as fuel information and fuel type.
 Similarly, performance results of classifier when 10-fold cross validation
used J48 produces good result of 97.34 in class label as fuel information and
fuel type.
 From the final results it was observed that, J48 classifier improves the Fmeasure to the maximum level.
 From the proposed ROC curve it was found that, fuel type gasoline, E85
and diesel fuel measures are produces good results with enhancement of
sustainable development.
This research work can be extended to develop knowledge expert system
for intelligent process analysis and performance monitoring in large scale
manufacturing industries.
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